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Germans, and indeed Germany, eastward. Almost
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onization of Africa. “Cotton colonialism” histori‐

South, in the wake of Reconstruction’s unraveling,

ography was part of a broader set of questions

white and black politicians and sociologists ad‐

about peasants and social change in colonial

vanced competing schemes for modernization

Africa that concentrated on historical processes in

and the amelioration of the socioeconomic condi‐

agrarian communities, and in particular, on es‐

tion of newly free rural African Americans. So

tablishing causality with respect to historical

whereas some scholars will likely read Andrew

change. The history of peasantries is an especially

Zimmerman for his contribution to knowledge

Westernized historiography, because although

about imperial Germany, social theory, or African

agricultural production is a universal phenome‐

American economic and political advancement, I

non, the processes of social change involving

approach his book with the eye of an Africanist

peasants are often viewed as feeding directly into

who has puzzled for over a decade with how to

industrialization

interpret Togoland’s curious “Tuskegee Experi‐

and

modernization.

Peasant

studies has traditionally been an especially mod‐
ernist discourse.

in
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postbellum

American

ment.”
Early Africanist historians of colonial agricul‐

In Germany during the mid to late nineteenth

ture wrote within the tradition of underdevelop‐

century there was an upsurge of political and

ment theory, which associated changes within

philosophical interest in expansion and coloniza‐

peasant societies and their eventual demise with

tion that gave rise to agricultural settlement
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schemes. As Polish women moved west to work

lar in the 1970s, but historians have since moved
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away from simplicity and monocausality to di‐

struggled with how to reverse the trend and move

verse social complexity. Peasant societies came to
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be seen as far more dynamic, in a constant state

tated by a German-led military invasion. But Ewe

of fluctuation from their very origins. Changes

men and women resisted attempts to co-opt them

were interpreted not the result of external forces,

into the expanded machinery of the German colo‐

but as an inherent part of local society, character‐

nial project in creative ways.
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duction units. And we are subtly reminded that,

The only specificity of the term “peasant” is its
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ambiguity.

Silesia, no one eats cotton.
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Fred Cooper and Allen Isaacman encouraged

Neither the grand scheme of Germany’s Vere‐

scholars to adopt terminology that more accurate‐

in für Sozialpolitik to turn the Ewe into a Volk of
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farmers of cotton and other market-oriented

And it is precisely in this way that he reveals that

products, was effective or relevant. Zimmerman’s

although indeed quite remote, Togo’s past and

farmers are thusly less the intellectuals of Steven

present is exceptionally global.[11]
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